INTRODUCTION {#sec1}
============

Recent progress in sequencing techniques greatly advances personal genomic information and helps pinpoint genetic changes involved in diseases ([@B1]). To rapidly and fully exploit this wealth of genetic information that provides mechanistic insights into diseases, antisense technology provides an efficient approach to rationally design drugs to target disease-causing genes at the ribonucleic acid (RNA) level, with high specificity provided by base pairing between the antisense molecules and the target RNAs ([@B2]). Regulation of gene expression by antisense techniques can be achieved through different mechanisms, such as RNA interference (RNAi) mediated by the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) pathway, antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) that modulate messenger RNA (mRNA) translation or pre-mRNA splicing and, importantly, ASO-directed RNA cleavage through the ribonuclease (RNase) H1 pathway ([@B2],[@B3]). The only antisense drugs currently marketed are RNaseH-dependent ASOs; for example, Mipomersen targets apolipoprotein B mRNA and is approved for treatment of patients with homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia ([@B4]).

Second-generation RNase H-dependent ASO drugs are ∼20 nucleotides in size and are constructed as 'gapmer' with 10 deoxynucleotides flanked at both ends with five ribonucleotides (5-10-5 gapmer). To improve stability and potency, these ASOs have a phosphorothioate (PS) backbone and the flanking ribonucleotides are additionally modified with 2′-*O*-methyloxyethyl (MOE). PS-ASOs base-pair with the target RNAs and trigger sequence-specific cleavage of the RNA by RNase H1, which is present in both cytoplasm and nucleus ([@B2],[@B3],[@B5]). Inside cells, the potency of PS-ASOs is affected by many factors, including RNA structure and/or protein binding of target RNAs, the subcellular localization of the PS-ASOs, the nature of proteins that bind to the PS-ASOs and the recruitment of RNase H1 to the ASO/RNA duplex. Understanding of ASO--protein interactions may enable the design of more effective ASOs. ASOs modified with PSs bind more proteins than ASOs with a phosphodiester backbone (PO) ([@B3]). Differences in protein binding may result in different pharmacological profiles and alter subcellular distribution ([@B6],[@B7]). Although some proteins that interact with PS-ASOs, such as albumin, nucleolin, hnRNP A1 and hnRNP C, have been previously identified ([@B8],[@B9]), the effects of these proteins on ASO activity and subcellular localization have not been studied.

PS-ASOs distribute differently within cells depending on the delivery approaches used. In the case of free uptake, that is in the absence of delivery agent, PS-ASOs predominately localize in the cytoplasm, mainly in punctate structures and/or perinuclear structures corresponding to endosomes or lysosomes ([@B10],[@B11]). Upon transfection, PS-ASOs can be quickly released from the cationic vesicles and appear diffusely in the cytoplasm, in the perinuclear structures and in some punctate dot structures ([@B10],[@B12],[@B13]). Transfected PS-ASOs can be quickly distributed to and mainly accumulate in the nucleus, and the nuclear localization positively correlates with the antisense activity of PS-ASOs ([@B13]). PS-ASOs undergo nucleocytoplasmic shuttling and the nuclear import of PS-ASOs may be mediated by an active import pathway ([@B14],[@B15]). After intravenous administration to rats, ASOs accumulate in the nuclei and cytoplasm of liver cells ([@B16]). Thus the localization of ASOs *in vivo* can be predicted by the results of transfection experiments in cultured cells.

In the nucleus, fluorescently labeled PS-ASOs can exist in a diffuse form and in distinct nuclear structures, especially in multiple dot-like structures, termed phosphorothioate-bodies, or PS-bodies ([@B15]). PS-bodies do not co-localize with other known nuclear bodies, such as splicing speckles, promyelocytic leukemia bodies or centromeres. PS-bodies are formed in a dose-dependent-yet-sequence-independent manner when PS-ASOs are transfected or microinjected into cells ([@B15]). PS-body formation requires neither antisense activity nor active transcription ([@B15]). However, formation of PS-bodies requires PS modifications. The PS-bodies are round, 0.15--0.3 μm in diameter structures that are stable and undergo noticeable reorganization only during mitosis ([@B15]). PS-bodies form only in living cells, suggesting that cellular processes are involved.

To better understand the mechanisms of ASO action, we sought to identify cellular proteins that associate with PS-ASOs, with a hope to identify the protein components of PS-bodies. Using an affinity selection approach to isolate intracellular PS-ASO binding proteins, we identified and characterized around 50 cellular proteins that associate with PS-ASOs and found that many proteins can affect the subcellular localization and/or the antisense activity of ASOs (our unpublished data). As the first of several reports summarizing this work, in this report we show that T-complex 1 (TCP1, also known as CCT or TRiC) proteins bind to PS-ASOs. TCP1 is an ∼1-mDa protein complex belonging to the group II chaperone family. The TCP1 complex has a double-ring structure with central cavities where protein folding takes place ([@B17]). Each ring is composed of eight different subunits, α, β, γ, δ, ϵ, ζ, η and θ, which are ∼60 kDa each and share ∼30% sequence identity ([@B18]). TCP1 has been estimated to be involved in the folding of ∼10% of cellular proteins ([@B19]), including actin, tubulin, cyclin E1 and histone deacetylase ([@B20]). Like other chaperonins, the TCP1 complex requires magnesium ions for adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding and hydrolysis ([@B21]). TCP1 proteins have been shown to be involved in multiple cellular processes, such as cell cycle progression and cytoskeletal organization ([@B22]).

Previous studies have demonstrated that the interactions between TCP1 and its major substrates, actin and tubulin, are sequence specific and electrostatic in nature ([@B22]). The interactions involve charged and polar residues in both the chaperonin and the substrate ([@B20]). In addition, actin, tubulin, huntingtin and Von Hippel--Lindau tumor suppressor are all recognized by distinct subsets of the TCP1 subunits via specific motifs ([@B23],[@B24]), suggesting that the TCP1 complex can contact substrates through different mechanisms and that different subunits can have distinct roles. Despite the diversity of the substrate proteins, it is not clear if TCP1 proteins can interact with deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or RNA.

In the current study, TCP1 complex proteins were co-isolated with PS-ASOs, in a PS-dependent manner. Importantly, we found that TCP1 proteins affected the antisense activity of PS-ASOs. Only the TCP1-β subunit co-localized with PS-ASOs in the ASO-induced nuclear PS-bodies. Upon inhibition of expression of Ras-related nuclear protein (RAN), PS-body-like structures were observed in the cytoplasm. Thus, our study identified the first PS-body protein component and the first cellular ASO binding protein that enhances PS-ASO activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec2}
=====================

Oligonucleotides, siRNAs and antibodies used are described in supplementary data {#sec2-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Cell culture and transfection {#sec2-1-1}

HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serium (FBS), 0.1-μg/ml streptomycin and 100 units/ml penicillin. Cells were seeded at ∼50% confluency and grown for 16 h before transfection. siRNA was transfected into cells using 5-μg/ml Lipofectamine RNAiMax (Life Technologies), based on manufacturer\'s procedure, at 3--5-nM final siRNA concentration. For ASO activity assays, HeLa cells were treated or not treated with siRNAs for 24 h and were then re-seeded in 6-well dishes at ∼75% confluency. After 4 h, cells were transfected with ASOs using 4-μg/ml Lipofectamine 2000 in Opti-MEM medium (Life Technologies). After 4 h, total RNA was isolated for quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) or whole cell extract was prepared for western analysis. For immunofluorescence staining, cells treated or not treated with siRNAs for 8 h or 30 h were reseeded in glass bottom dishes at ∼70% confluence. After overnight incubation, cells were transfected with fluorescently labeled ASOs for 4--6 h.

### Affinity selection of ASO binding proteins {#sec2-1-2}

Neutravidin beads (50 μl) were incubated with 50 μl of 200-μM biotinylated ASO ISIS386652 at 4°C for 2 h in W-100 buffer \[50-mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.5), 100-mM KCl, 5-mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 0.1% NP-40, 0.05% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)\]. Beads were then incubated for 30 min in block buffer \[10-mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA), 1.2-mg/ml glycogen and 0.2-mg/ml transfer RNA in W-100\]. After three washes with W-100, ASO-coated beads were incubated at 4°C for 3 h with 300-μg HeLa cell extract prepared in buffer A \[25-mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5-mM MgCl~2~, 150-mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5-mM Phenylmethanesulfonylfluoride (PMSF), 5-mM β-mercaptoethanol and one tablet of Protease Inhibitor Cocktail/50 ml (Roche)\]. After three washes in tube with 500-μl W-300 buffer \[50-mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 300-mM KCl, 5-mM EDTA, 0.1% NP-40, 0.05% SDS\], beads were transferred to a 1-ml column and washed seven times with W-300. Bound proteins were eluted by incubation with 100 μl of 50-μM ASO 116847 in W-100 at room temperature for 30 min. The eluted proteins were precipitated, separated on 4--12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and visualized by silver staining. Interested protein bands were excised and identified by mass spectrometry (Alphalyse, CA, USA). To analyze the effects of PS backbone or 2′-modifications on protein binding, affinity selection was performed essentially as described above, except that 120-μl or 240-μl beads were pre-coated with 120 μl or 240 μl of 200-μM ASO 586183. After binding and washing, beads in W-100 buffer were equally separated into four or eight aliquots depending on the volume of beads and transferred to 1-ml columns. After removal of W-100 by centrifugation, proteins were eluted with 100 μl of 50-μM ASOs. Eluted proteins were analyzed by western analyses.

### Western blot analysis {#sec2-1-3}

Equal portion of ASO binding proteins isolated by affinity selection or an equal amount of protein from whole cell extract (∼20 μg) was separated by 4--12% SDS-PAGE and transferred to a membrane. Blocking and detection of proteins with enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) was performed as described previously ([@B25]).

### Subcellular fractionation {#sec2-1-4}

Untreated HeLa cells or cells treated with indicated concentrations of PS-ASOs for indicated times were harvested, washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and pelleted. Cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions were prepared using Qproteome Nuclear Protein kit (Qiagen), based on the manufacturer\'s instructions. Cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins were separated by 4--12% SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western.

### RNA preparation and qRT-PCR {#sec2-1-5}

Total RNA was prepared from HeLa cells using RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). qRT-PCR using TaqMan primer probe sets was performed as described previously ([@B25]).

### Immunofluorescence staining {#sec2-1-6}

Cells were grown in glass bottom culture dishes (MatTek) for 16 h and were transfected or not transfected with fluorescently labeled ASOs for 4--6 h. For free uptake, cells were incubated with 1000-nM fluorescent-labeled ASOs for 16--24 h. Immunofluorescence staining was performed as described ([@B26]), with minor revisions. Briefly, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature and were permeabilized for 5 min using 0.15% Triton X-100 in PBS. Following three washes with 1 × PBS, cells were treated with blocking buffer (1-mg/ml BSA in 1 × PBS) at room temperature for 30 min and were incubated with primary antibodies (1:100) at room temperature for 2 h. After three washes with wash buffer (0.1% NP-40 in 1 × PBS), cells were incubated with secondary antibodies (1:200) in blocking buffer at room temperature for 1 h and washed three times with wash buffer. For double staining, two antibodies were used together. Images were taken using a confocal microscope (Olympus) and were analyzed with Fluoview Ver. 2.0b Viewer (Olympus).

RESULTS {#sec3}
=======

TCP1 complex proteins co-isolate with PS-ASOs {#sec3-1}
---------------------------------------------

To identify intracellular ASO binding proteins, we developed a two-step affinity selection approach. Proteins were first co-isolated from HeLa cell extracts using a biotinylated 5-10-5 gapmer PS-ASO with ribonucleotides modified with 2′-MOE (PS/MOE-ASOs, ISIS386652). To eliminate non-specific binding, the isolated proteins were eluted by competition using the same PS-ASO without biotin (Figure [1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Co-isolated proteins were separated on an SDS-PAGE gel and visualized by silver staining (Figure [1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The protein bands of interest were excised and identified by mass spectrometry. Six out of the eight subunits of the TCP1 complex, α, β, ϵ, δ, γ and θ, were identified, along with several other proteins, including LRPPRC, nucleolin and the Ku70/Ku80 complex. The binding of TCP1 proteins to PS-ASOs appeared to be independent of the ASO sequence and the biotin position, as determined by affinity selection using different ASOs, followed by western analysis (Figure [1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ, together with Ku70, were co-isolated with each of the six 20-mer PS-ASOs of different sequences or biotin positions (5′- or 3′-linked). Figure 1.TCP1 proteins can be co-isolated with PS-ASOs. (**A**) Schematic representation of a two-step affinity selection approach used to isolate PS-ASO binding proteins. (**B**) Proteins co-isolated with ASOs were separated by SDS-PAGE, and an image of the silver staining gel is shown. The identified protein bands are indicated. M: protein size marker. ASO-AF: proteins isolated by affinity selection using ASOs. (**C**) Affinity selection was performed using indicated PS-ASOs. Co-selected TCP1 proteins were analyzed by western. Ku70 protein was detected and served as a loading control. The biotinylated ASOs used in lanes 1--6 were 58 6183, 38 6652, 55 7442, 36 7070, XL169 and XL168, respectively. The circle indicates a biotin. (**D**) 2′-modifications influence the binding of TCP1 proteins. ASO binding proteins were isolated using a biotinylated PS/cEt-ASO (58 6183) and eluted by competition using ASOs with the same sequence, but different 2′-modifications, or a PO-ASO. The eluted proteins were analyzed by western. (**E**) The number of PS-modified nucleotides is important for TCP1 binding. The affinity-selected proteins were eluted using 15-mer ASOs with different numbers of PS-modified nucleotides, and eluted proteins were analyzed by western. (**F**) Binding of TCP1 proteins requires a minimum number of PS modifications. Affinity selection was performed as in panel (D), but proteins were eluted with PS/cEt -ASOs of different lengths. The numbers in the white and gray boxes indicate the lengths of the PS-DNA portion and the cEt-modified portion of the ASOs.

To determine whether different 2′-modifications of PS-ASOs affect the affinity of TCP1 proteins for PS-ASOs, affinity selection was performed using a biotinylated 5-10-5 gapmer PS-ASO modified at the ribonucleotides with constrained ethyl (cEt, ISIS586183). Bound proteins were eluted by competition using PS-ASOs of the same sequence but different 2′ moieties. As shown in Figure [1D](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, western analyses indicated that although all PS-ASOs eluted TCP1 proteins, 2′-modifications influenced binding, especially of TCP1-β, which exhibited stronger binding to ASOs modified with cEt, locked nucleic acid (LNA) or 2′-fluro (F) than others, such as 2′-MOE, 2′-*O*-methyl (Me) or unmodified ribonucleotides. As a control, the binding of Ku70 protein was less affected by 2′-modifications than was binding of TCP1-β, as we observed in multiple different experiments (data not shown). Thus, 2′-modifications have different effects on binding of proteins like TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ that share significant homology. Ku70, TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ were not significantly eluted using an unmodified phosphodiester (PO) RNA oligonucleotide, and the failure of PO-ASOs to elute these proteins was not due to degradation of the relatively unstable PO-ASOs (Supplementary Figure S1A). These results suggest that the observed binding requires PS moieties. A minimum of 10 PS substitutions was required for significant binding of TCP1 proteins, as determined using different ASOs of the same length, sequence and 2′-compositions (Figure [1E](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This is further confirmed by a similar competition elution experiment using PS/cEt-ASOs of various lengths (Figure [1F](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, the two different TCP1 subunits exhibited moderately different binding properties, as TCP1-ϵ was less affected than TCP1-β by reductions in the number of PS backbone modifications. Similarly, Ku70 binding was also affected by the number of PS modifications. In addition, it appears that TCP1 and RNase H1 are not present in the same ASO/protein complex, as TCP1 proteins were not co-immunoprecipitated with RNase H1 from the ASO--protein pools pre-enriched using the two-step affinity selection approach (Supplementary Figure S1B). Together, these results show that (i) PS-ASOs can bind TCP1 proteins in a sequence-independent manner, (ii) significant protein binding requires 10 or more PS-modified nucleotides, (iii) 2′-modifications affect the affinity of PS-ASOs for TCP1-β and (iv) TCP1-β interacts differently with PS-ASOs than does the closely related protein TCP1-ϵ.

TCP1-β subunit co-localizes with PS-ASOs in nuclear PS-bodies {#sec3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether PS-ASOs co-localize with TCP1 proteins in cells, HeLa cells were transfected for 4 h with a Cy3-labeled PS-ASO (ISIS446654) at 60 nM, a concentration much higher than required to knock down the mRNA target (less than 10 nM; data not shown), in order to monitor the potential co-localization. Cells were fixed and stained for various TCP1 subunits, and the localization of ASOs and TCP1 proteins was visualized by confocal microscopy. Consistent with previous studies, transfected PS-ASOs accumulated in the nucleus in a diffuse pattern and as distinct structures, namely PS-ASO-induced PS-bodies ([@B15]) (Figure [2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). No significant co-localization was observed between TCP1-α, ϵ, η or θ subunits and PS-ASOs, even using three different antibodies specific for the same subunit, i.e. TCP1-α (Supplementary Figure S2A; data not shown). However, TCP1-β was co-localized with PS-ASOs in distinct nuclear foci (Figure [2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). In mock-transfected control cells, TCP1-β was evenly distributed in the cytoplasm and nuclear staining was also observed (Figure [2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). Surprisingly, upon ASO transfection, TCP1-β was observed in the nucleus as aggregated, round-shaped structures that exactly co-localized with PS-ASOs in the PS-bodies ([@B15]). We note that not all ASO-containing nuclear structures co-localized with TCP1-β (marked with a blue arrow), since PS-ASOs were also observed in ASO-induced filaments and nuclear paraspeckles that differ from PS-bodies (our unpublished data). Figure 2.TCP1-β localizes in nuclear PS-bodies upon PS-ASO transfection. (**A**) Immunofluorescence staining of TCP1-β in control HeLa cells \[(−)ASO\] or HeLa cells transfected with 60-nM Cy3-labeled PS-ASO ISIS446654. The co-localization of TCP1-β (FITC) and PS-ASO in nuclear PS-bodies is indicated with white arrows. The scale bars: upper panels, 10 μm; lower panels, 5 μm. (**B**) Western analysis of TCP1-β protein in control cells transfected with (UTC+ASO) or without (UTC−ASO) 60-nM ASO ISIS116847 for 24 h, or in cells transfected with 5-nM TCP1-β siRNA for 24 h. TCP1-β protein was detected using antibody ab92756 (Abcam). γ-tubulin served as a loading control. (**C**) The PS-body localization of TCP1-β was not due to channel crosstalk. HeLa cells were transfected with 60 nM of FITC-labeled PS-ASO ISIS256903 and stained for TCP1-β (AF647) as described in panel (A). Scale bars, 5 μm. (**D**) Reduction in levels of TCP1-β did not completely block the formation of PS-bodies. HeLa cells treated with TCP1-β siRNA \[(−)TCP1-β\] for 24 h were transfected with 60-nM ISIS446654 for 5 h and stained for TCP1-β protein (FITC). UTC: untreated control cells. Scale bars: 20 μm.

The aggregated TCP1-β localization pattern was unlikely to stem from non-specific staining by the antibody since the antibody detected a single protein band on western blot that was sensitive to TCP1-β siRNA treatment (Figure [2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the TCP1-β protein level did not change in PS-ASO-transfected cells, relative to mock-transfected control cells, suggesting that the accumulation of TCP1-β in nuclear PS-bodies was not due to enhanced expression of the protein. In addition, a similar staining pattern upon ASO transfection was also detected using a different TCP1-β antibody (Supplementary Figure S2B). Finally, the PS-body localization of TCP1-β does not appear to be a result of channel crosstalk, since a different fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled PS-ASO also co-localized with TCP1-β stained with a secondary antibody conjugated with AF647 (Figure [2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results indicate that TCP1-β protein co-localizes with PS-ASOs in nuclear PS-bodies. TCP1-β can thus serve as a PS-body marker protein.

A previous study using fluorescently labeled PS-ASOs showed that PS-body formation was dependent on ASO concentration but not sequence ([@B15]). Similar properties of PS-bodies were also observed with TCP1-β staining in cells transfected with non-labeled PS-ASO ISIS116847 at different concentrations (Supplementary Figure S3A) and with 60-nM PS-ASOs of different sequences (Supplementary Figure S3B). Finally, similar TCP1-β localization in ASO-induced PS-bodies was also observed in different human and mouse cell lines transfected with a variety of PS-ASOs (data not shown), suggesting that TCP1-β/PS-body localization is not unique to certain cell types or species.

Next, we analyzed whether TCP1-β protein is required for PS-body formation. Control cells and cells depleted of TCP1-β with siRNA treatment (Figure [2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) were transfected with 50-nM PS-ASO (ISIS446654) for 4 h and stained for TCP1-β. Consistent with the western results, the overall fluorescent signal of TCP1-β was significantly reduced in TCP1-β-depleted cells as compared with that in control cells (Figure [2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, an ∼70% reduction of TCP1-β protein did not completely block the formation of nuclear PS-bodies, as evidenced by the nuclear TCP1-β staining pattern. PS-body formation was not completely abolished even when TCP1-β protein level was reduced by more than 85% in another experiment (data not shown). However, the TCP1-β-stained PS-bodies appeared smaller in TCP1-β-depleted cells than that in control cells (Figure [2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that TCP1-β protein is at least involved in higher order aggregation of PS-bodies, if not required for seeding the formation of PS-bodies. Note that the nuclear accumulation of PS-ASOs was not significantly affected by TCP1-β depletion, suggesting that the reduced size of PS-bodies is not due to reduced levels of nuclear ASOs. Taken together, our results show that TCP1-β is a PS-body component, the first protein component identified thus far for these nuclear bodies.

TCP1 proteins enhance the antisense activity of PS-ASOs {#sec3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether binding of TCP1 proteins impacts the antisense activity of PS-ASOs designed to direct RNase H1-mediated cleavage of complementary RNAs, HeLa cells were treated with individual siRNAs targeting three different TCP1 subunits. Since siRNAs can cause unexpected effects ([@B25]), results of treatment with three additional control siRNAs were also evaluated. Two control siRNAs target LRPPRC and KHSRP, PS-ASO binding proteins that we recently identified and the third is an inactivate siRNA targeting U16 snoRNA ([@B27]). To reduce potential secondary effects resulting from depletion of the TCP1 proteins, siRNA treatment was performed for 24 h, followed by transfection of 2′-MOE gapmer PS-ASOs targeting NCL1 mRNA or Malat1 nuclear RNA for 4 h. The effects of reduction of individual TCP1 proteins on ASO activity were determined by analyzing reduction of the RNA targets of the PS-ASOs.

As expected, mRNA levels of TCP1-α, β and ϵ were specifically reduced by their corresponding siRNAs, but not by the other siRNAs, as analyzed by qRT-PCR assay (Figure [3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, the protein levels were also significantly reduced by specific siRNAs (Figure [3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The siRNA-treated cells were subsequently transfected with PS-ASOs targeting NCL1 mRNA (Figure [3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) or Malat1 RNA (Figure [3D](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Levels of NCL1 or Malat1 RNAs were significantly reduced in a dose-dependent manner by the corresponding ASOs, however, less reduction of the ASO-targeted RNAs was observed in cells depleted of TCP1 proteins, as compared with those in control cells (Figure [3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and D). This experiment was repeated two more times and similar results were obtained (Supplementary Figure S4). In addition, reduced ASO activity was also observed for three other tested PS-ASOs targeting PTEN, Drosha or NEAT1 RNAs (data not shown), suggesting that the effects of reducing TCP1 proteins on ASO activity are not restricted to certain ASO sequences or target RNAs. Reduced ASO activity appears not to be due to siRNA off-target effects, since reduction of TCP1-β using two different siRNAs led to similar effects (Supplementary Figure S5A and B). Importantly, treatment in the same way with control siRNAs targeting LRPPRC, KHSRP or U16 RNAs had no significant effects on ASO activity (Supplementary Figure S5C and D). The effects of siRNA-mediated reduction of TCP1 subunits on ASO activity appears not to stem from multiple transfection steps, since similar results were obtained when TCP1-β was reduced using lentiviral shRNA (Supplementary Figure S5E--H). These results indicate that the observed effects resulted from depletion of the TCP1 proteins. In addition, the reduced ASO activity seems not to stem from a disrupted cytoskeleton network that may be caused by TCP1 depletion ([@B22]), since, under the experimental conditions we used, the steady state protein levels of β-actin, α-tubulin and γ-tubulin were not affected (Figure [3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) and the actin and tubulin network appeared to be normal (Supplementary Figure S5I and J). Together, our data indicate that TCP1 proteins can enhance PS-ASO activity in cells. Figure 3.Reduction of TCP1 proteins can decrease the antisense activity of PS-ASOs. (**A**) qRT-PCR analyses for the mRNA levels of three different TCP1 subunits in cells treated with siRNAs targeting the TCP1 subunits. UTC: mock-transfected control cells. (**B**) Western analyses for the protein levels of three TCP1 subunits in siRNA-treated cells. ACTB, α-tubulin and γ-tubulin were also detected. GAPDH served as a loading control. (**C**) The antisense activity of a PS-ASO targeting NCL1 mRNA was reduced in cells depleted of TCP1 subunits, as determined by qRT-PCR for the levels of NCL1 mRNA. (**D**) qRT-PCR for the level of Malat1 RNA in test cells transfected with a PS-ASO targeting Malat1 RNA, as in panel (C). In all panels, the error bars indicate standard deviation from three experiments.

PS-body localization of TCP1-β requires at least 10 PS-modified nucleotides in ASOs {#sec3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A previous study showed that PS-body formation depends on the presence of the PS modification and is sequence independent ([@B15]). To determine whether different 2′-modifications of PS-ASOs affect TCP1-β-stained PS-body formation, HeLa cells were transfected for 4 h with 50-nM PS-ASOs with different 2′-modifications, including 5-10-5 PS-ASOs with MOE, cEt or LNA 2′-modifications, and 20-mer PS-DNA and PS-RNA oligonucleotides. PS-bodies formed in the presence of each of these PS-ASOs (Figure [4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that 2′-modifications do not have significant effects on PS-body formation, although the affinities of TCP1-β to these different PS-ASOs varied moderately (Figure [1D](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with the previous study ([@B15]), a PO-RNA fully modified with 2′-*O*-methyl failed to form nuclear PS-bodies (Figure [4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.PS-body formation depends on PS backbone but not 2′ ribose modification. (**A**) HeLa cells were transfected for 4 h with 60-nM 20-mer PS-ASOs with different 2′-modifications, a 20-mer PS-RNA ASO or a 20-mer 2′-*O*-methylated PO-RNA ASO. The gray boxes represent 2′-modified portion of the gapmer ASOs. The numbers in the boxes indicate the number of nucleotides in the portion of ASOs. Cells were fixed and stained for TCP1-β protein (AF647) and representative cells are shown. (**B**) HeLa cells were transfected with 60-nM PS-ASOs with different lengths, as indicated above the panels. The gray and white boxes indicate the cEt-modified portion and the PS-DNA portion of the ASOs, respectively. Cells were stained for TCP1-β (AF647), as in panel (A). The nuclear PS-bodies are indicated by arrows. (**C**) HeLa cells were transfected for 4 h with 60-nM 15-mer ASOs with different numbers of PS nucleotides, as indicated above the panels. The nuclei containing PS-bodies are indicated by arrows.

As the PS modification is required for PS-body formation ([@B15]), we investigated the relationship between the number of PS-modified nucleotides and the formation TCP1-β/PS-bodies by transfection of HeLa cells with 50-nM PS/cEt-ASOs of different lengths (Figure [4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Significant PS-body formation was detected in cells transfected with 11-mer or longer PS-ASOs based on TCP1-β staining. To further determine that PS-body formation is related to the number of PS-modified nucleotides but not the length of ASOs, HeLa cells were next transfected with 15-mer ASOs containing 0, 5 or 10 PS-modified nucleotides and stained for TCP1-β. In these cases, significant PS-body formation was only observed with the 15-mer ASO containing 10 PS-modified nucleotides (Figure [4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the number of PS-modified nucleotides, but not the entire length of the ASOs, is important for PS-body formation. We note that the ability of these ASOs to form PS-bodies strongly correlated with their ability to bind TCP1-β protein (Figure [1E](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and F), implying that the interaction between PS-ASOs and TCP1-β protein may play a significant role in PS-body formation or higher order assembly. Together, these results indicate that binding to TCP1-β and PS-body formation requires at least 10 PS-modified nucleotides, whereas the nature of 2′-modifications has no significant effect on PS-body assembly.

The nuclear level of TCP1-β protein increases moderately upon PS-ASO transfection {#sec3-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The TCP1 complex is known to localize in the cytoplasm ([@B28]). However, TCP1 proteins were observed in the nucleus in control cells by immunofluorescence staining (Supplementary Figure S2), and, upon ASO transfection, TCP1-β was found to accumulate in nuclear PS-bodies (Figure [2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). These observations suggest that TCP1-β may be present in the nucleus where it can form PS-bodies with ASOs or that TCP1-β is imported to the nucleus upon ASO transfection, or both. To investigate these possibilities, HeLa cells were transfected with 60-nM PS-ASOs (ISIS116847) for 5 h, and cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins were separated and subjected to western analyses. As shown in Figure [5A](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, both TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ proteins were detected in the nuclear fraction in mock-transfected control cells, indicating that under normal conditions some TCP1 proteins are present in the nucleus, albeit at very low levels. This nuclear localization appeared not to stem from cytoplasmic contamination during fractionation, since an abundant cytoplasmic control protein, GAPDH, was not detected in the nuclear fraction. Ku70 and hnRNP K, which are mainly present in the nucleus but are also found in the cytoplasm ([@B29],[@B30]), were used as loading controls. Upon PS-ASO transfection, the nuclear level of TCP1-β, but not TCP1-ϵ, was moderately increased (Figure [5A](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in levels of nuclear TCP1-β protein was ASO dose-dependent, as transfection of PS-ASOs at 40 nM, but not 20 nM, caused a detectable increase of nuclear TCP1-β as compared with the level in control cells (Figure [5B](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the increase in the nuclear TCP1-β upon transfection with PS-ASOs was time dependent. Six hours after transfection, the nuclear TCP1-β level was ∼3.3-fold that of control cells. At earlier time points only a 1.6-fold was observed (Figure [5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). A slight increase in the nuclear TCP1-ϵ subunit was also observed 6 h after transfection, yet to a lesser extent than TCP1-β, suggesting that the nuclear import of other TCP1 subunits, although not present in PS-bodies, may also be increased upon ASO transfection. Figure 5.The nuclear level of TCP1-β protein can be increased upon PS-ASO transfection. (**A**) HeLa cells were transfected with 60-nM PS-ASOs ISIS116847 for 5 h, and cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions were prepared. Since the nuclear level of TCP1 proteins is much lower than the cytoplasmic level (data not shown), the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions were loaded in a 1:5 ratio (5×). Proteins were separated on SDS-PAGE and subjected to western analyses. Cytoplasmic protein GAPDH and nuclear protein hnRNP K were detected as controls for the quality of fractionation. Ku70 protein is present in both nucleus and cytoplasm and served as a loading control. (**B**) HeLa cells were transfected for 5 h with 0 (UTC), 20 or 40-nM PS-ASO ISIS116847. Subcellular fractionation and western analyses were performed as in panel (A). ACTB served as a loading control. (**C**) HeLa cells transfected with 60-nM PS-ASO ISIS116847 for different times were fractionated, and proteins were subjected to western analyses, as in panel (A). The relative levels of TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ measured using ImageJ and normalized to hnRNP K are indicated below the lanes.

The increase in nuclear TCP1-β protein appeared to lag the PS-body formation. PS-bodies, though small in size and only observed in a small portion of cells (∼15%), were detected around 2 h after transfection, even in cells lacking high levels of diffuse nuclear ASOs (Supplementary Figure S6). Four hours after transfection, PS-bodies, as well as strong nuclear accumulation of PS-ASOs, were observed in the majority of cells (Supplementary Figure S6; data not shown). Thus, it appears that PS-body formation can occur in the absence of or before strong nuclear accumulation of PS-ASOs. However, over time as the nuclear ASO concentration increases, more and larger nuclear PS-bodies were observed. These observations suggest that PS-ASOs may form PS-bodies with TCP1-β proteins that are present in the nucleus or that ASO-TCP1-β can be co-imported to the nucleus.

Reduction of RAN can cause the formation of PS-body-like structure in the cytoplasm {#sec3-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have shown that PS-ASOs can shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm, and the shuttling process shares characteristics of active transport ([@B14]). To determine whether nuclear PS-body formation and/or TCP1-β localization in the PS-bodies are mediated by an active transport pathway, levels of the small GTPase RAN, which is required for cytoplasmic/nuclear transport of proteins and RNAs ([@B31]), were reduced in HeLa cells by siRNA treatment (Figure [6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Untreated or siRNA-treated cells were then transfected with fluorescently labeled PS-ASOs for 5 h. As shown in representative live cell images in Figure [6B](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, reduction of RAN led to lower levels of nuclear accumulation of PS-ASOs than observed in control cells. This result suggests that nuclear import of PS-ASOs is at least partially mediated by the RAN pathway. Despite reduced levels of nuclear PS-ASOs, depletion of RAN protein did not significantly block the formation of nuclear PS-bodies (Supplementary Figure S7). Interestingly, in a subpopulation of RAN-depleted cells, TCP1-β formed aggregates in the cytoplasm that co-localized with PS-ASOs (Figure [6C](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), we refer to these as PS-body-like structures. In some cells exhibiting multiple cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures few or no nuclear PS-bodies were observed (data not shown; Figure [6C](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). Similar cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures were not observed in control cells (exemplified in Figure [6C](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel), suggesting that upon RAN reduction, PS-ASOs can interact with TCP1-β in the cytoplasm to form PS-body-like structures. Like nuclear PS-bodies, the cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures appeared to contain only TCP1-β, not other TCP1 subunits (Figure [6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that the interaction of PS-ASOs with TCP1-β can take place in the cytoplasm and suggest that the RAN pathway is at least partially involved in nuclear import of PS-ASOs and perhaps the import of TCP1-β/ASO complex as well. Figure 6.Reduction of RAN can lead to the formation of cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures. (**A**) Western analysis for RAN protein in cells treated or not with siRNA targeting RAN. Levels of γ-tubulin were detected and served as a loading control. (**B**) Reduction of RAN reduces the level of nuclear ASOs. Control HeLa cells (UTC) or cells treated with RAN siRNA \[(−)RAN\] were transfected with 50-nM Cy3-labeled ISIS446654 for 4 h, washed and images were taken of live cells. The PS-ASOs were pseudo-colored to white. The white arrows indicate the nuclear accumulation of PS-ASOs in control cells, whereas blue arrows indicate cells with reduced nuclear levels of PS-ASOs upon RAN reduction. Scale bar: 10 μm. (**C**) Reduction of RAN can cause formation of PS-body-like structures in the cytoplasm. Cells as used in panel (B) were fixed and stained for TCP1-β. White arrows indicate the cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures that contain PS-ASOs and TCP1-β protein. Scale bars: upper panels, 10 μm; lower panels, 5 μm. (**D**) TCP1-ϵ subunit does not localize in the cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures. RAN-depleted cells were transfected with PS-ASOs and co-stained for TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ subunits. The PS-body-like structures are indicated with arrows, whereas the corresponding positions are marked with dashed circles in the TCP1-ϵ panel. Scale bar: 10 μm.

The TCP1 complex can co-localize with PS-ASOs in cytoplasmic organelles related to endocytosis pathways upon free uptake {#sec3-7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have demonstrated that PS-ASOs predominantly localize in the cytoplasm when cells were treated with PS-ASOs in the absence of transfection reagents (free uptake) ([@B11],[@B13]). To determine whether TCP1 proteins co-localize with PS-ASOs after free uptake, HeLa cells were incubated with FITC-labeled PS-ASOs (ISIS256903) at 1-μM final concentration for 16 h and were then stained for TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ subunits (Figure [7A](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Upon ASO incubation, both TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ subunits appeared in distinct cytoplasmic structures that contrasted with the even distribution pattern in control cells (Figure [2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, these TCP1-containing structures co-localized with PS-ASOs (Figure [7A](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). This co-localization was not due to channel crosstalk, since no TCP1 signals were detected for a nearby ASO locus (Figure [7A](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, right panel, marked with a gray arrow) and labeling with different dyes resulted in similar co-localization patterns (data not shown). Figure 7.TCP1 proteins can co-localize with PS-ASOs in endosome/lysosome-related structures upon free uptake. (**A**) TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ can co-localize with PS-ASOs in cytoplasmic foci upon free uptake. HeLa cells incubated for 16 h with 1-μM FITC-labeled PS-ASOs ISIS256903 without transfection reagent were stained for TCP1-β (AF647) and TCP1-ϵ (AF555) subunits. The right panels represent a zoomed area as indicated by a circle. The co-localized TCP1 proteins and PS-ASO are indicated by white arrows, whereas a PS-ASO locus that does not co-localize with TCP1 proteins is marked with a gray arrowhead. (B) The cytoplasmic PS-ASO/TCP1 foci can co-localize with ESCRT-1 protein VPS28. HeLa cells were incubated with 1-μM Cy3-labeled PS-ASO ISIS446654 for 24 h, fixed and co-stained for TCP1-β (FITC) and VPS28 (AF647) proteins. The TCP1-β/PS-ASO/VPS28 co-localized foci are exemplified by arrowheads. The co-localization of TCP1-β and VPS28 is shown in a merge panel. (**C**) Immunofluorescence staining for TCP1-β (FITC) and lysosomal protein LAMP1 (AF647) in HeLa cells incubated with 1.5-μM ASO ISIS446654 (Cy3) for 24 h, as in panel (B). The TCP1-β/PS-ASO, LAMP1/PS-ASO or TCP1-β/LAMP1 co-localizations are shown by two-channel merging. Scale bars, 10 μm. The nuclei were stained by DAPI (blue).

It has been shown that PS-ASOs can enter cells through endocytosis and accumulate in endosome-related structures in the cytoplasm ([@B11],[@B13]). To determine whether the cytoplasmic TCP1/PS-ASO structures are related to endosome, lysosome or multivesicular bodies (MVBs), HeLa cells were incubated with 1-μM Cy3-labeld PS-ASO (ISIS446654) for 24 h and co-stained for TCP1-β and VPS28, a protein component of the ESCRT-I complex that is required for the biogenesis of MVBs ([@B32]). Indeed, significant co-localization of TCP1-β, PS-ASO and VPS28 was observed, as exemplified by arrows (Figure [7B](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). This can be clearly seen from the merged channels between TCP1-β and VPS28. Similarly, TCP1-β and PS-ASOs also significantly co-localized with LAMP1, a lysosome marker protein, as shown for merged images between different channels (Figure [7C](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). TCP1-β loci exactly co-localized with ASOs (Figure [7C](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, lower left panel) and LAMP1 (lower right panel), as indicated by the merged yellow dot structures. Co-localization between TCP1-β, ASO and LAMP1 was also confirmed by a 3D analysis (Supplementary Figure S8). These results suggest that TCP1 proteins can be enriched in endosome/lysosome-related organelles upon ASO free uptake. Note that most of the VPS28- or LAMP1-stained foci contained PS-ASOs, whereas not all such endosome/lysosome-related structures contained TCP1-β, indicating that TCP1 proteins are not always present in these structures.

As described above, upon PS-ASO transfection, reduction of RAN can cause the formation of cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures that contain TCP1-β and PS-ASOs (Figure [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). These PS-body-like structures do not appear to be related to the cytoplasmic structures that form upon free uptake of PS-ASOs, since PS-body-like structures, demarked by the structures containing PS-ASOs and TCP1-β upon RAN depletion, did not co-localize with Lamp1 protein (Supplementary Figure S9). The nuclear PS-bodies (white arrow) and cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures (blue arrow) did not overlap with LAMP1 (yellow dots in the merge panel), whereas some PS-ASOs present in lysosomes (white dots in the merge panel) also did not co-localize with TCP1-β protein (gray arrow). Together, these results indicate that the TCP1 complex can co-localize with PS-ASOs in cytoplasmic endosome/lysosome-related structures upon PS-ASO free uptake and that PS-body-like loci are different from endosome/lysosome-related structures.

DISCUSSION {#sec4}
==========

In this study, we found that PS-ASOs can interact with the members of the TCP1 complex. The TCP1/PS-ASO interaction requires at least 10 PS-modified nucleotides, whereas the 2′-modification, despite influential, is not essential for TCP1 protein binding. Although it is known that TCP1 proteins can bind ATP, the binding of TCP1 complex to PS-ASOs apparently utilizes a mechanism different from ATP binding, since PO-ASOs do not bind TCP1 proteins and the binding of PS-ASOs requires multiple PS backbone modification. Unlike other chaperones that recognize substrates through hydrophobic interactions, TCP1 proteins recognize and interact with the substrate proteins in a specific manner involving charged and polar residues in both the chaperone and the substrates ([@B20]). Clearly, the interactions with ASOs involve charge recognition, but the greater hydrophobicity of PS-ASOs as compared with PO-ASOs is also critical. Further, ASOs with more hydrophobic 2′-modifications, such as 2′-LNA, cEt and F, may bind more tightly to TCP1-β and other TCP1 proteins than do ASOs with less hydrophobic modifications such as 2′-MOE. In future studies, it will be important to more precisely map the protein domains involved in the PS-ASO binding and to better characterize the influence of specific ASO modifications on binding.

The interaction between TCP1 proteins and PS-ASOs affected the potency of PS-ASOs. Depletion of three different subunits of TCP1 complex individually inhibited ASO-directed target reduction (Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that these proteins enhance the antisense activity of PS-ASOs. The effects were modest, however, suggesting that many other cellular proteins also impact ASO efficacy. This view is supported by the fact that PS-ASOs, as short as 20-mer, bind many intracellular proteins (our unpublished data). Thus, it is possible that each protein binds a portion of, but not all, PS-ASOs, leading to moderate effect on ASO activity upon reduction of a particular ASO binding protein. How TCP1 proteins enhance PS-ASO activity in directing RNase H1 cleavage is currently unknown. Since TCP1 and RNase H1 are not present in the same ASO/protein complex, it is unlikely that TCP1 proteins directly recruit RNase H1 to ASOs or ASO-RNase H1 complex to mRNA targets. However, it is possible that the binding of TCP1 proteins to PS-ASOs prevents the binding of other proteins that would reduce the ASO activity. TCP1 proteins may be involved in nuclear import of PS-ASOs or serve to retain ASOs in the nuclear PS-bodies to ensure high levels of nuclear PS-ASOs. In addition, these proteins may also play a role in ASO uptake and/or in exchange between endocytosis-related organelles and cytosol environment. Finally, we cannot rule out the possibility that TCP1 proteins may help to melt the intra-molecular structures of PS-ASOs to increase their base-pairing potential with target RNAs.

It was previously reported that TCP1-β subunit is exclusively found in the cytoplasm, whereas the TCP1-ϵ subunit is also detected in the nucleus by immunohistochemistry analyses ([@B33]). However, both TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ subunits were found in the nuclear fraction in our study, though at low levels (Figure [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). These observations suggest that TCP1 proteins may also function in the nucleus. Upon PS-ASO transfection, the nuclear level of TCP1-β protein moderately increased, in a dose- and time-dependent manner, presumably accompanying the nuclear import of PS-ASOs. This is not surprising, since nuclear localization of chaperone proteins has been well documented for heat shock proteins, which can translocate to the nucleus upon stress or at certain stages in the growth of cells ([@B34],[@B35]).

Upon transfection or microinjection, PS-ASOs quickly accumulate in the nucleus and at high concentrations form PS-bodies in a sequence-independent manner ([@B15]). PS-bodies may be built around PS-ASOs together with other cellular components, as PS-ASOs can interact with many nuclear proteins, especially RNA binding proteins \[([@B8]) and our unpublished data\]. Our results indicate that TCP1-β is a key PS-body component as this protein interacts with PS-ASOs and co-localizes with PS-ASOs in nuclear PS-bodies and in cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures. In addition, the ability of PS-ASOs with different PS-modified oligonucleotides to interact with TCP1-β protein correlates with the ability of these ASOs to form PS-bodies. Currently it is not clear if TCP1-β is essential for PS-body formation, since significant reduction of TCP1-β protein by siRNA treatment did not completely block the formation of PS-bodies, although the number and size of PS-bodies were reduced (Figure [2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; data not shown). It is likely that this protein is required for PS-body formation, but we failed to observe strong defects solely due to incomplete protein depletion.

It is possible that PS-bodies contain other proteins in addition to TCP1-β, since PS-ASOs can interact with many proteins including nuclear RNA/DNA binding proteins, such as NCL1 ([@B8]). Several tested RNA binding proteins, including NCL1 and hnRNP A1 that associate with PS-ASOs, do not co-localize in the PS-bodies ([@B8],[@B9],[@B15]), suggesting that PS-bodies are not formed randomly with any associated proteins solely based on high affinities. No PS-body localization was found for several other tested nuclear proteins, including NPM1, HMGB1, PC4/SUB1 and La/SSB, which we found to interact with PS-ASOs (data not shown). In addition, attempts to isolate PS-bodies using immunoprecipitation with the TCP1-β antibody from nuclear fractions of PS-ASO-transfected cells also failed, likely due to the large size of PS-bodies and/or the tight structure that reduces the accessibility of antibodies (data not shown). Identification of other PS-body components that may regulate PS-body formation and PS-ASO transport/activity thus awaits further investigation. It is possible that PS-bodies may contain other TCP1 subunits, since PS-ASOs can interact with multiple TCP1 subunit proteins. However, no PS-body localization was found for any of these tested TCP1 subunits, even using multiple different antibodies. Although we cannot completely rule out the possibility that other TCP1 subunits are present in PS-bodies, our current data do not support this view. In addition, TCP1-ϵ was not found in cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures upon RAN reduction. These observations suggest that TCP1-β subunit may have unique properties that favor the binding of PS-ASOs and the formation of aggregated structures. These findings also imply that individual TCP1 subunits may have distinct roles, as supported by previous studies showing that different substrate proteins may be recognized and contacted by different subsets of TCP1 subunits ([@B23],[@B24]). In addition, it has been shown that TCP1-α and TCP1-β, but not other TCP1 subunits, were up-regulated in tumor tissues ([@B36]) and that over-expression of TCP1-α (CCT1), and to a lesser degree, TCP1-θ (CCT4), caused morphological changes of polyglutamine aggregate ([@B24]), further suggesting different functions for individual TCP1 subunits.

PS-body formation appears to be an early event after PS-ASO transfection that occurs prior to accumulation of diffuse nuclear PS-ASOs, suggesting that PS-bodies are not a result of self-aggregation of high levels of diffuse ASOs. As no increase in cytotoxic effects of ASOs was found in cells depleted of TCP1 proteins (data not shown), it is unlikely that PS-bodies serve as depots for excess amount of PS-ASOs that prevent cytotoxicity. Although PS-bodies appear to form with low levels of nuclear TCP1-β protein, it is currently not clear how PS-body formation is initiated. One possibility is that PS-ASOs interact with TCP1-β in the cytoplasm and the ASO--protein complex is imported to the nucleus. This view is supported by previous findings that the nuclear import of PS-ASOs is carrier-mediated ([@B14]). In addition, we showed that PS-ASOs and TCP1-β can form cytoplasmic PS-body-like structures upon reduction of RAN. Therefore, PS-ASOs do interact with TCP1-β in the cytoplasm. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that imported PS-ASOs interact in the nucleus with pre-existing TCP1-β protein to form PS-bodies.

Interestingly, we found that both TCP1-β and TCP1-ϵ can co-localize with PS-ASOs in cytoplasmic structures related to endosome/lysosomes upon free uptake (Figure [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S8). Although TCP1 proteins have been reported to be present in endosome/lysosome-related organelles ([@B37]), these proteins do not appear as punctuated structures in control cells without PS-ASO treatment, suggesting that accumulation of TCP1 proteins in these endocytosis-related structures is induced by PS-ASO uptake. Since depletion of TCP1 proteins can reduce the antisense activity of PS-ASOs, which requires escape of ASOs from these membrane enclosed structures, it is therefore possible that TCP1 proteins may facilitate the cellular uptake of PS-ASOs from extracellular environments and/or the release of PS-ASOs from endosomes or lysosomes. This view is supported by a recent study showing that TCP1 complex is required for efficient delivery of anthrax toxin into the cytosol of host cells ([@B38]), likely by facilitating the action of crossing plasma membrane by mediating conformational changes of the protein complex. A similar situation may also apply to PS-ASOs, as PS-ASOs bind multiple proteins and structural or compositional changes of ASO/protein complex may be involved in ASO translocation across membranes, which can be facilitated by TCP1 chaperone proteins. In addition, hsc70, a protein that can form a stable complex with TCP1 ([@B39]), is involved in the release of clathrin from clathrin-coated vesicles ([@B40]), implying that TCP1 complex may also be able to play a role in ASO release from the endocytosis-related structures. Further investigation of the underlying mechanisms of how TCP1 proteins improve ASO drug potency will be important for better drug design.
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